In recent article (arXiv:0707.3985) S. Foelling, at al. study atom tunnelling in optical lattice. We point out here, that before the tunnelling study in optical lattice authors must prove the concept of polarization interaction of atoms with optical lattice and disprove the concept of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics.
The discussed work [1] is directed to experimental study of tunnelling of atoms in optical lattice. A tunnelling process supposes the existence of a potential barrier. But, do the potential barriers for moving atoms exist in optical lattice? This is the blasphemous question. Everyone knows: "Yes". However, from our point of view, it is quite similar to the earlier question: does the Sun rotate round the Earth?
In fact, we do not know any reliable experimental proofs of the existence of potential barriers for moving atoms in optical lattice. The concept of polarization interaction of atoms with optical lattice and existence of potential barriers there is widely used for explanation and description of the experimental results. It is interesting that this theoretical explanation turns out to be nonintuitive [2] [3] [4] . As a whole, a nonintuitive character of the theory is not a proof of it accuracy. More probably, this is the sign of it weakness.
Not long ago the concept of polarization interaction did not need in a special proofs because of any alternative physical base for explanation of atom's dynamics in optical lattice was absent. Now such alternative physical base appears. It includes the concept of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics [5] . This property manifests itself in great number of nonlinear phenomena in optics, but for present day we have only a few direct experimental proofs. Based on this concept the physical explanation of the Bloch oscillations in optical lattice becomes very simple and quite intuitive [6] .
So, we have two alternative concepts. One is recognized, but not proved. The other is proved, but not recognized for present day. We cannot give any advice how to test (to prove) the concept of polarization interaction of atoms with optical lattice. However, the way to test (to disprove) the concept of inequality of forward and reversed processes is quite clear. From one side, this is the careful experimental study of the Bloch oscillations in a vertical optical lattice with using a relatively short laser pulses [6] . From other side, this is the standard pump-probe experiments with using very weak collinear femtosecond probe laser pulse [7] . It is astonishing, that such rather simple experiments do not carried out till now.
In conclusion, before the tunnelling study in optical lattice authors must prove the concept of polarization interaction of atoms with optical lattice and disprove the concept of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics. In opposite case, the attempts of experimental and theoretical study of a tunnelling in optical lattice (more widely -the dynamics of atoms in optical lattice) look like very similar to the attempts to find a black cat in a dark room, where it is absent.
